Built to endure your personal bests

Your lifestyle is active—you need wireless earbuds that can keep up. The Endurance Peak 3 is the perfect training partner, pumping your motivational playlists to you with up to 50 hours of playback and rich JBL Pure Bass Sound you can feel in your muscles. The durable IP68 dust and water proof design can handle the dustiest mountain trail and the sweatiest gym session, while the bendable Powerhook™ together with the TwistLock™ ear hook enhancer ensures a secure, comfortable fit that stays in no matter how you move your body. And with the ability to make crystal clear calls from anywhere and stay aware of your surroundings, you'll stay connected to the world no matter where your workout takes you.

Features
- JBL Pure Bass Sound
- Up to 50 total hours of playback with speed charge
- IP68 dust and water proof
- Ambient Aware & Talk Thru
- 4-Mic Crisp, Clear Calls
- Powerhook™ design for an ergonomic fit
- JBL Headphones App
Features and Benefits

JBL Pure Bass Sound
Get the most out of your favorite workout playlist with rich bass from a 10mm dynamic driver that delivers bold sound when you need it most.

Up to 50 total hours of playback with speed charge
Whether you measure your energy output in miles, pounds, or minutes, the JBL Endurance Peak 3 can match you beat for beat, with up to 10 hours of battery power in the earbuds and 40 in the case. And when you need a boost, speed charge up to an hour of playtime in just 10 minutes.

IP68 dust and water proof
An IP68 rating means the JBL Endurance Peak 3 earbuds are ready for your most active adventures, rain or shine. And they’ll endure for 30 minutes at depths up to 1.5 meters of salt or fresh water. So you can surf with your earbuds, or rinse them after a workout, all without missing a beat.

Ambient Aware & Talk Thru
Whether you’re out for a run or in the zone at the gym, TalkThru makes it easy to make and hear calls anywhere. And with Ambient Aware, you can stay alert to your surroundings without removing your headphones.

4-Mic Crisp, Clear Calls
"Even on a windy bike trail, your voice will be heard thanks to dual beamforming mics in each ear help to ensure clear communication. And with VoiceAware, you can choose how much of your own voice to hear by controlling the amount of mic input routed back into your earbuds."

Powerhook™ design for an ergonomic fit
The JBL Endurance Peak 3 adjusts to fit comfortably with a bendable TwistLock™ ear hook enhancer that ensures your headphones won’t fall out—even during your most active moments. And when you take them off, the earbuds will automatically switch off even if you don’t put them back in the charging case.

JBL Headphones App
Work out your way. Personalize your headphones’ settings to suit your needs with the dedicated JBL app.

Technical Specifications

- Driver size: 10 mm/ 0.39” Dynamic Driver
- Power supply: 5 V 1 A
- Earbud: 12.5 g per pc (25 g combined)/ 0.0275 lbs per pc (0.055 lbs combined)
- Charging case: 76 g/ 0.167 lbs
- Earbud dimensions (Height * Width * Depth): mm/in 51.92*40.65*29.34/2.04*1.60*1.16
- Charging case dimensions (Height * Width * Depth): mm/in 90.93*57.94*35.57/3.58*2.28*1.40
- Earbud battery type: Lithium-ion polymer (70 mAh/ 3.85 V)
- Charging case battery type: Lithium-ion polymer (950 mAh/ 3.7 V)
- Charging time: 2 hrs from empty
- Talk time: 5.5 hrs
- Music playtime with BT on: up to 10 hrs
- Frequency response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz
- Impedance: 16 ohm
- Sensitivity: 102 dB SPL@1 kHz
- Maximum SPL: 93 dB
- Microphone sensitivity: -38 dBV/Pa@1 kHz
- Bluetooth version: 5.2
- Bluetooth profile version: A2DP V1.3, AVRCP V1.6, HFP V1.7
- "Bluetooth transmitter frequency range: 2.400 GHz - 2.4835 GHz"
- "Bluetooth transmitter power: < 14 dBm"
- "Bluetooth transmitter modulation: GFSK, π/4 QPSK, 8DPSK"
- "Maximum operation temperature: 45 °C"
- IP Rating: IP68

What’s in the box:
1 x JBL Endurance Peak 3 headphones
1 x Charging case
1 x USB Type-C charging cable
1 x enhancer
1 x 3 sizes of eartips
1 x Warranty / Warning (W / !)
1 x QSG / Safety Sheet (S / !)